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Abstract - This  article  focused  on  explanation of the  development  of Islamic
extension agent competencies. The objectives of this research are to (1) describe
Islamic extension agent competencies and (2) analyze influencing factors toward
Islamic extension agent competencies. The research was conducted in September-
December  2012 located in Bandung  City, Bogor and  Ciamis  Districts.  The
population was 114 Islamic extension agent and 120 clients under their guidance
of Islamic  Learning Group  (Majelis Ta’lim) member. Sampling  process was by
census procedure of Islamic extension agent and by snowball sampling for majelis
ta’lim members. The Data collection techniques were questionnaire, observation,
in-depth  interview,  and  documentary  study.  The  statistical  analysis  used  was
descriptive statistic analysis and path analysis. The findings indicated that Islamic
extension agent had a high level competency. There were several factors influenced
Islamic extension agent competencies, such as learning orientation, job motivation,
role of motivator, supporting facilities and source information of extension, needs
of information and need fulfillment degree of Islamic extension agent.
Key  Words - Islamic  Extension  Agent  (Penyuluh Agama  Islam); extension
institution, social environment; need fulfillment degree and competencies
1 Introduction
In the national development, function of religion as the base of spiritual, morale and attitude has been
replaced in the strategic roles and position. Making religion as the value system should be understood
and  practiced  by  all  nation  components,  such  as individual,  family,  community  or  overwhelming
nation. Therefore, it just makes sense if the scope of Islamic development needs a lot of attentions
especially concerning the commentary in their minds or practiced religion itself. Once again, these
component needs a good priorities because the scope of development has a strategic value.
Over the past few years, religion’s development has been directed to several aspects as stated (Romly,
2003), for instance: 1) Improvement the quality of religious education through good system of national
education  supported by good  facilities; 2) Improvement and stabilization  of the  solidarity among
religious people so that harmony of life and respect to each other among the differences through
religious dialog was created; 3) Improvement the ease for each religious people to remain within their
own worship, including perfecting the quality of pilgrim Hajj and alms management  given many
opportunities to all people to participated in religious’ activities; and 4) Improvement the roles and theInternational Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
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function of religious  institution participating to prevent changing effect happened in all aspects of life,
moreover, to strengthen identity, and characteristics of nation, the harmony of generation.
Furthermore,  field  of  religious  development  consists  of  improvement  the  quality  of  religious
education, consolidation of harmonization in religious people, improvement the access to pray and the
capacity of  religion’s  institution  toward  professional  and  independents.  It could  be  seen  that the
development of scope  has  been  comprehensively included  individual and  group formally or
informally. All those development are tried to make prosperity of the people. The way to make great
religious  people  would  never  come  true  without  enough  education  which guides people  in
transforming their  values of faith  in  their  own  life. Those factors show  the  important of  religion
education in the process in every scope. Religious education consists of two-life dimensions, such as:
1) To build believe in God, and 2) To develop humanities for each other (Madjid, 2010). In this case
the roles of religion extension are to get moment with many form of new challenges result of dynamic
society improvement. There are s several functions of religion extension: 1) Guide people to do their
own  faith; 2)  Convey  the  ideas  to  people  with  their  religion language; and  3)  Harmonize life
improvement (The Department Religion West Java Province Office, 2009).
Nowadays, Islamic extension agent was extremelly faced challenges, for example: 1) Globalization
process; 2) Wave  of  democratic; 3)  Demands  of  respectful  human  rights; 4)  Destruction  of
environment’s  life; 5)  Demands  of  supreme  laws; 6)  Unstable religious  pillar; 7)  Malfunction  of
(NAPZA) drug, narcotics, addictive; and so on 8) Infectious disease (Romly, 2003). Another reason is
related closely to the extention of agent societies: 9) Lost pillar of religion; and 10) Radical (Umar,
2008).
Meanwhile,  Islamic extension  agent also  has  a  lot  of  problem,  especially  concerning  the Islamic
extension  agent competencies,  such  as:  1)  Islamic extension  agent felt  a  less  attention  from  the
organization, as a result, it decreases job motivation; 2) Islamic extension agent does many programs
when  government’s  help comes,  but  as  a  result, there are no initiative  in  works;  and 3)  High
competence of Islamic extension agent is professional competence caused by demand rising power, as
the result the performance are oriented to fulfill the minimum duties rather than to do the best service
orientation to society. In fact, their responsibility and duties in the scope need support from powerful
Islamic extension agent competencies that could concrete improvement and religious people in God
and practicing the pillar of faith and faithful to the country with improvement in participating the case
to successful development. Therefore it needs supporting factors to improve Islamic extension agent
competencies to accomplish their duties.
Based on explanations above, it is needed to study about the influence of internal or external factors
due  to Islamic extension  agent competence. The  result of  the study  was  expected  to  give  a  real
contribution to develop Islamic extension agent competencies. Moreover, the development of Islamic
extension agent competencies was expected to appear the confidence, initiative, and independence for
Islamic extension agent in order to make them well and professional.
2 Purpose of The Study
Based on the problem above, this research has several purposes as the follows:
a. To identify characteristics, job motivation, roles of execution degree, extension of institutional
support, social environment support, the need of fulfillment degree and Islamic extension agent
competencies.
b. To analyze the influencing factors of Islamic extension agent competencies.Muljono, et. al. International Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
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Competencies depend on several factors, like the role of personal (Dlamini, 2003; Kurniawan and Jahi,
2005; Murfiani and Jahi, 2006; Marius et al, 2007). In improving competency, Islamic extension agent
could not be obtained easily, on the other hand, it needs strong commitment and need to have a good
personal qualities. Other factor is motivation (Murfiani and Jahi, 2006). The motivation was expected
to encourage the willingness of Islamic extension agent to improve their ability over and over in order
to perform their task  seriously.  The  next  factor  is  extension  role  (Suprayitno,  2011). The
implementation of various extension agents will provide the input of aspect of the role which is needed
to be improved  by extension agent. Next, the important of the role of extension institution support
(Stone and Bieber, 1997; National Development Planning Agency, 2004; Murfiani and Jahi, 2006).
Through extension institutional support, the Islamic extension agent will try to adjust the various of
existing  support  and prepare  the  appropriate  competence  with  the  extension  institutional  support.
Similarly, the social environment support those affects of the competence of extension agent (Marius
et al, 2007). Support of social environment is an important factor in which the extension activities
would have a strong legitimacy and public trust. Finally, the need fulfillment degree of the extension
agent which influences the competence (Tamba, 2007; Nuryanto, 2008; Huda, 2010). By fulfilling
these needs, the extension agent gives himself with a variety of capabilities which can meet these
needs and the development of a rapid competence automatically.
4 Research Method
The research was conducted in the form of ex post facto survey design. This study was purposed to
find  out  data  about  Islamic extension  agent competencies. The research was  done in West  Java
Province  (Bandung  City,  Bogor  and  Ciamis  Districts) between  the  months  of  September  and
November 2012. The entire Islamic extension agent and clients of Islamic extension agent was being
held in three cities/districts. In West Java Province, the respondents were observed. Total of primary
respondents of whole Islamic extension agent was 183 people, that were examined by census, and only
114  Islamic  extension  agents  fullfilled  the  questionnaires. The  secondary  respondents  came  from
clients of Islamic extension agent, 120 respondents, that were taken from snowball method because the
data did not  show the actual amount of the population. The data were analyzed based on the purposes
of the study above such as analysis descriptive statistic, path analysis, and for qualitative analysis,
inductive approach was used.
5 Result and Discussions
5.1 Description research variable
As the matter of fact, the characteristics of positive Islamic extension agent are; the respondent ages
are very ideal, productive ages in works for about 35-48 years old (82%), non formal education
background among respondents was quite higher about (67%), the respondents had a high learning
orientation for about (84%). A motivation of Islamic extension agent in general was in high category
(69%). Respondent’s motivation was in high level because of stimulus affiliation (9%), and stimulus
Influence was (74%).International Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
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In this research, most of the respondents (93%) had high roles execution degree either all or partial of
each district of research. The respondents thought that the role as counselors was the lowest of all.
Meanwhile  the  biggest  roles  of  respondents were as  motivator.  Moreover, this was followed  by
respondents  who  felt  less extension institutional support  (35%).  Under the circumstance of two
districts, for instance in Bogor and Ciamis districts, respondents felt the crisis extension institutional
support, facilities and source information of extension.
Supporting facilities and source information were in lower category (15%). Then respondents assumed
that central government supported only in low category (24%). After that the biggest support ceme
from chief leader (68%). Next, the reward and punishment supported in three districts in low and high
category  in  the  middle position  (50%). The condition of  three  variation of extension institutional
supports  made difference to each other.  Social  environment support was  in high  category  (78%).
Support for partial social environment in three different regions showed high category. Even though
public institution was in high level category, the respondents were assumed that social environment
support through religion extension was in low level (68%). However, generally religion institutional
support  was in high  category  (85%). The  need  fulfillment  degree  respondents  in  three  place  of
research was in high category (96%). Respondents were assumed that the lowest fulfilling degree was
the need of information. The lower need fulfillment degree was the need of information even though it
was included in high category (72%). Next, the higher need fulfillment degree felt by respondents was
the need for activities. 99% respondents in general said that their needs activities were fulfilled. The
competencies  of  Islamic extension  agent were  high, either scoring  Islamic extension  agent or
extension clients perception, each of them was 87% and 99%.
5.2 Identification the influence factors of Islamic Extension Agent
Analysis factors which influence of Islamic extension agent in this research used path analysis through
backward regression linier method. The result showed that Islamic extension agent real was influenced
by the  personal  characteristics  of  Islamic extension  agent which was represented by  learning
orientation degree. (X1.6), job motivation (X2), role execution degree which was represented by role
motivator (X3.4), extension institutional support which was represented by supporting facilities and
source information of extension (X4.1), needs of information (Y1.1) and need fulfillment degree Islamic
extension agent (Y1), it was sub variable from the need fulfillment degree of Islamic extension agent.
Information needs (Y1.1) and need of fulfillment degree of Islamic extension agent (Y1) that was sub
variable from the need of fulfillment degree of Islamic extension agent. Job motivation variable gave
negative real influence toward Islamic extension agent competencies, in addition, variable and sub
variable of role motivator with coefficient were up to 0.339 but the lowest influence came from central
government with score of - 0.162.
5.3 Analysis factors the influence Islamic ExtensionAgent Competency
There were several factors that had a lot of influences of  Islamic extension agent competence, as
follows;  Learning  orientation  degree,  job  motivation,  roles  of  motivator,  supporting  facilities  and
source information of extension, needs of information and need fulfillment degree of Islamic extension
agent.  The  Equalization  of  regression  factors  was  under  influence  of  Islamic extension  agent
competencies could be written as follow:
Y2 = 0.220X1.6 - 0.162X2 + 0.339X3.4 + 0.296X4.1 + 0.189Y1.1 + 0.234Y1 + 0.425ɛ …(1)Muljono, et. al. International Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
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R
2 = 0.575 …(2)
A  result  of  regression  analysis  showed that  Islamic extension  agent competencies  was  under  the
influence of learning orientation degree (X 1.6) that was sub variable from personal characteristics of
Islamic extension agent, job motivation (X2), roles of motivator (X3.4) such a sub variable from roles
execution degree of Islamic extension agent, supporting facilities, and source information of extension
(X4.1) that was sub variable from extension institutional support, needs of information (Y1.1) and needs
of fulfillment degree of Islamic extension agent (Y1) which was sub variable from needs of fulfillment
degree of Islamic extension agent. Statistical analysis showed score F value (24.151) > F table (2.19).
The  sixth  of  these  variable  and  sub  variable had a  lot of influences of  Islamic extension  agent
competencies together as 57.5%, and the rest (42.5%) was under influence of another variable that was
not examined.
Partially, the competence of Islamic extension agent was influenced of the real degree of learning
orientation  (3.024)  and  positive  (0.220),  job  motivation  (-2.090)  and  negative  (-0.162),  roles  of
motivator  (4.605)  and  positive  (0.339), supporting  facilities  and  source  information of  extension
(4.261)  and  positive  (0.296),  needs  of  information  (2.376)  and  positive  (0.189)  besides  needs  of
fulfillment  degree  of  Islamic extension  agent (2.900)  and  positive  (0.234).  The  variable  of  job
motivation  gave real negative  influence  through  Islamic extension agent competence,  in  addition,
another variable and sub variable showed the real positive correlation. The direct influence came from
sub  variable  of  roles  motivator  with  coefficient  score  up  to 0.339.  Conversely,  the  lowest  direct
influence  came  from  sub  variable  of  support of  policy  center with  the  score  for  about -0.162.
Consecutively, The most influential variable through Islamic extension agent competencies were; roles
of motivator, facilities support and source information of extension, needs of fulfillment degree of
Islamic extension  agent, learning  orientation  degree,  needs  of  information  and  job motivation  of
Islamic extension agent. It could be seen in table 1.
Table 1. The Result of Regression Analysis of Islamic Extension Agent (N = 114)
No Independent Variable t-Value Coefficient Score
1 Learning Orientation Degree (X1.6) 3.024 0.220**
2 Job Motivation of Islamic extension agent (X2) 2.090 -0.162*
3 The roles of motivator (X3.4) 4.605 0.339**
4 Supporting  facilities  and    source  information  of  extension
(X4.1) 4.261 0.296**
5 Needs of information (Y 1.1) 2.376 0.189*
6 Needs Fulfillment degree of Islamic extension agent (Y1) 2.900 0.234**
Notes:
Statistic Analysis with N = 114; α = 0.05 - 0.01
*) It could be found that t value was much bigger than t table with significant value that was smaller than α
0.05 (real influence)
**) Could be found that t value was much bigger than t table with significant value that was smaller or the
same as α 0.05 (The most real influence)International Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
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Table 1 showed that the roles of motivator (X 3.4) were sub variable that was the most influencing. It
indicated the roles of Islamic extension agent that could relatively rise the spirits for improving the
competencies with advice, and it could be the spirits for themselves even only to show the clients of
Islamic extension  agent.  Meanwhile  the  lowest  sub  variable  through  Islamic extension  agent
competencies was job motivation (X2). Job motivation got negative score in line with the external jobs
because  of  internal  aspect.  That was associated  with  justice  principle  with  income  system,
professionalism principle of promotion system and support systems of equal principle.
Indirect influence of several variables towards Islamic extension agent competencies through need
fulfillment degree was role of educator (X3.2) and leader support (X4.3) and it could be seen in Table 2.
Both of these sub variables were one way street of crisis that had a real influence toward improvement
of Islamic extension agent.
Tabel 2. Decomposition Factors of Influence of Islamic Extension Agent Competencies through need
Fulfillment degree
Variable
Total
Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect
X1.1→ Y1→ Y2 -0.257 -0.208 -0.049
X3.2→ Y1→ Y2 0.466 0.377 0.089
X4.2→ Y1→ Y2 -0.253 -0.205 -0.048
X4.3→ Y1→ Y2 0.391 0.317 0.074
Notes :
X1.1 : Age,X3.2:The roles of educator,
X4.2 : Support of policy center, X4.3:Support of leader
Y1 : Need fulfillment degree of Islamic extension agent,
Y2 : The competencies of Islamic extension agent
The next was the first critical path influence toward Islamic extension agent competencies depended of
the role educator (X3.2) which was real and powerful connection towards need fulfillment degree of
Islamic extension agent (Y1). Sub variable of role educator directed influence both Islamic extension
agent competencies or indirect through to the need fulfillment degree of Islamic extension agent. The
second path critical was determined by leader support (X4.3) which had real connection and strong
toward  need  fulfillment  degree  of  Islamic extension  agent (Y1)  and  indirect  influence  of  Islamic
extension  agent competencies  (Y2).  Next,  it could be  seen  table  3,  the  third  path  critical of  role
motivator (X3.4) that has real positive to Islamic extension agent competencies (Y2). The forth path
critical is supporting facilities and source information of extension (X41) that had real and positive
things to Islamic extension agent competencies (Y2).Muljono, et. al. International Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
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Table 3. Decomposition Factors through Influence of Islamic Extension Agent Competencies
The Correlation Between Variable Direct Effect
X1.6(Learning Orientation Degree)  Y2(Islamic Extension Agent
Competencies)
0.220
X2(Job Motivation)  Y2 (Islamic Extension Agent Competencies -0.162
X3.4(The Roles of  Motivator)  Y2 (Islamic Extension Agent Competencies) 0.339
X4.1 (Supporting Facilities and Source Information of Extension) 
Y2(Islamic Extension Agent Competencies)
0.296
Y1.1(Needs of Information)  Y2(Islamic Extension Agent Competencies) 0.189
Y1 (Needs Fulfillment Degree of Islamic Extension Agent) 
Y2(Islamic Extension Agent Competencies)
0.234
These were several factors influencing Islamic extension agent competencies, the explanation will be
supporting of this research:
 Roles of Motivator  (X3.4)
The first factor influencing Islamic extension agent competencies was the roles of motivator. As
a development motivator, Islamic extension agent tried to give clear understanding about the
purpose and the goal of development, persuade to turn on to the active participation in the
development,  and also to  sieve  clients  solve  the  struggle  that  could  bother  the  way  of
development especially to defend the negative effect which was then hardest of all. With many
ways to create the effort to make well the roles of this motivator, it should make them to have
more  knowledge,  skills,  creativity,  attitude  or  high  dedication  that  demonstrated the great
competence of Islamic extension agent in project to do those roles of motivator in  society.
Likewise, the  research  from  Tanti  (2012),  stated  about the  roles  of extension through
competencies in multiply jellyfish. In the same way the finding of Suprayitno (2011) was a real
correlation between intensity of extension forestry with degrees of ability of peasant.
 Supporting Facilities and Source Information of Extension (X4.1)
The  second  factor which influenced Islamic extension  agent competencies was supporting
facilities and source information of extension. According to recent studies that supported the
institution had strong influence through competencies. (Stone and Bieber, 1997; Murfiani and
Jahi, 2006). Supporting facilities and source information of extension in every place of research,
more than third forth respondents said less of support. To see the lack of supporting facilities
and source information of extension in the scope that made Islamic extension agent strive
themselves.
 Need Fulfillment Degree of Islamic Extension Agent (Y1)
The third of real influence toward Islamic extension agent was the need fulfillment degree of
Islamic extension agent. According to Doyal and Gough (1991) that needs should be caught by
people, but if it was ignored, it would bother in pursuing the goals of individual. The goals of
reaching for duties of someone’s were indicated the use of competencies in reaching those
goals. The invention according to Huda (2010) stated that needs of peasant had a real influenceInternational Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
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toward the competencies from alumnus of Open University extension agent. Extension agent
competencies  degree  in  agricultural  development  was  the  real  influence  of extension
development (Nuryanto, 2008).
 Learning Orientation Degree (X1.6)
The fourth factor of real influence toward Islamic extension agent competencies was learning
orientation degree.  With having learning orientation, the person would tend to have certain
behavior that could  be  advantageous  for  them,  in  the  same  way  with  improving  the
competencies.  This  could  happen in Islamic extension  agent who  had  certain  learning
orientation that push or motivate them to have a certain competencies suitable with the ideal
motivation in the future. This invention according to planned behavior theory from Ajzen (as
cited by Azwar, 2012), one of factor which had a lot of influence to someone behavior was the
belief of both have and does not have opportunities and needed of source information.
 Needs of Information (Y1.1)
The fifth factor of real influence toward Islamic extension agent competencies was the needs of
information.  This  research  had  found  any  invention  that  information needs  have  a  real
influential  among  competencies of Islamic extension  agent. This invention  similar with  the
result  of  Tamba  (2007)  that  agricultural  peasant  resources  signed  with  any  abilities  was
influenced by demand of needs and reaching for agricultural information.
 Job Motivation (X2)
The sixth factor of the real influence towards Islamic extension agent competencies was job
motivation of Islamic extension agent. Another researcher who pointed out in this research
(Murfiani  and  Jahi, 2006;  Marius et al, 2007;  Nuryanto, 2008;  Anwas, 2009)  stated  that
motivation had a real positive correlation with agricultural extension agent competence.
6 Conclusions
Based on the explanation above, the conclusion could be drawn following the explanation above as
follows:
a. The positive characteristics of Islamic extension agent such as ages, informal education and
learning orientation degree. Job motivation of Islamic extension agent in general was in high
category. Most of respondents (93%) had a need execution degree that were in high category.
Extension institutional  support  felt  by  respondents  in  the  low  category  (35%).  Social
environment  support  was  in  higher  category  (78%).  Generally,  the  respondents’  of  needs
fulfillment degree were high category (96%).
b. In all the way, the competencies of Islamic extension agent were shown high; both scoring of
Islamic extension agent and their clients perception each of them are 87% and 99%. A result of
regression analysis showed that Islamic extension agent competence that was under influence of
learning  orientation,  job  motivation,  role  of  motivator,  supporting  facilities  and  source
information of extension, needs of information and need fulfillment degree of Islamic extension
agent.
7 Recommendations
Based on conclusion above, here are some suggestions to develop competencies in Islamic extension
agent, such as:Muljono, et. al. International Journal of Basic and Applied Science,
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a. It is urgently needed to power the institution of Islamic extension agent in province or city/
districts extension institution.
b. Powering  of  works milieu for  Islamic extension  agent through  arrangement  of  developing
design in organization to make Islamic extension agent having an exact carrier from certain
competencies to have promotion in the position.
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